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DETERl\~n;:SD TO BE AN 
ADMlki.:'-' .,,__'_ v '':'' ,,,}L.~KING 

E.O. 12063, Section 6-102 
BY_~_____N~~S, D~te__~:!~:~_ 

January 25, 1971 

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN 

FROM DICKMOORE ~ 
SUBJECT: Gallup Poll Report 

After dictating the attached memo I read Elliott Richards on IS 

excellent piece in the attached Newsweek article. I think this is the 
anecdote approach at its very best and illustrates how effective it 
can be in telling the public about the President which a Gallup Poll 
missed. 

The special value of this approach stems from the fact that 
more and more people are coming to realize that the men who know 
President Nixon intimately are devoted to him. Therefore there is 
a growing acceptance of the proposition that if the people could only 
have the opportunity to observe the President as he really is, they

IV would come to appreciate his many good qualities. But since peopleM' 
 canlt see the President on an intimate basis the next best thin 

" ~:;prf! /)IrlfllJ;::;.him from close associates whom they respect.

J/tIt; 
• ~ i J 

'/ VPor example, a Post reporter told me that he is convinced that 
hn Mitchell is totally dedicated to President Nixon. "That being 

the case, " he said, "there must be something about Nixon that I don't 
understand, because Mitchell is too wise and strong a man to be taken 
in. II 

Each man close to the President has his own constituency of 

Thus when Elliott Richardson speaks, or writes with deep personal 
-·r.t'I-·~r1Iction about the President, he achieves credibility among those 

any people who think highly of him. This is true of Moynihan, Schultz, 
Ehrlichman, Finch, etc. 

But more importantly when such a person documents that conviction 
with a personal anecdote, based on his personal observation, his 
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credibility is fortified many times over. This is the glimpse of the 
real Nixon which the people cannot see for themselves, but which 
they will accept when reported by a person they trust or admire. 

Having just been introduced to the anecdote program, I am already 
convinced it deserves major attention and is entirely adaptable to 
putting across th~ lh?mes which you describe in your January 18 

morandum. ~" 

. Each time a Cabinet officer or a high White House advisor makes 
peech, grants an interview, writes a letter to the editor, appears 

on TV or radio, or talks informally with people at a reception, he 
should include one anecdote which dramatizes some special quality 

f ~sA:U~s ~t7J:~S#SiO~~ humanitarianism, etc. 

This is what people will rem~nd repeat. Just as we 
have een them do it, with negative anecdotes like the Patton movie. 

l\J.tv ~ realize that the anecdote program is already recognized and 
rJ) ": . s way. The Richardson piece merely suggests that its potential 


ay be greater than originally contemplated. 


One angle which need attention is the practical problem of how 
to implement the program. One of the problems is confidentiality. 
Nothing could be worse than to have it known that the PR group in the 
White House is programming Cabinet officers and other Nixon friends 
with anecdotes which were to be circulated under a master plan. 
Therefore, we can't very well send out such anecdotes the way we 
might send out copies of speeches in some formal mimeographed 
distribution. Probably someone should be appointed to handle this 
with personal visits which would outline the idea and which would be 
followed up by phone cal1::11 time to time with individual members 
of the Administration. fA) 

~~ those cases where we strike pay dirt, such as the Richardson 
l@cfi;rl:fcle, there should be machinery for merchandizing the result. 
7ThiS was accomplished fairly well with the Moynihan speech, butM 

probably could have been done even more effectively. For example, 
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I think that everyone who makes an Admi:~n speech could well 

include the closing Moynihan paragraph. r"'" .. 
With re ard to the Richardson article th ke e 

In general, the speeche7and other public statements of the 
Cabinet officers and other officials are naturally concerned with official 
business and broad policies of the Administration or of the particular 
Department. This is necessary, but it is dry stuff and is rarely the 
kind of material which people talk about or repeat in personal conversa
tions. Plutarch, Boswell and Walter Winchell proved that peole love 
to get inside glimpses into the lives and character of prominent people 
and none is more intriguing than the man who is President. We need 
to humanize the communications of this Administration and the anecdote 
program can be one whale of a step in that direction - - and an important 

___ontribution toward the 1972 result. 

Attachment 

RAM/aep 



DEIERMn:ZD TO BE AN 
ACMINLS.{,}>ll ',j~ ;,,;;":~:taNG 

E.O. 120[5. S..:cL.Oi.! 6-102 

BY__~ ___ H"J:,.~. Lrj~lL~:LQ.':-~_ 


. , ~ . '" 
January 25, 1971 

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN 

t? ./i"fl'Vt
FROM DICK MOORE V-I' 

SUBJECT: Gallup Poll Report 

After dictating the attached TTIemo I read Elliott Richardson's 
excellent piece in the attached Newsweek article. I think this is the 
anecdote approach at its very best and illustrates how effective it 
can be in telling the public about the President which a Gallup Poll 
missed. 

The special value of this approach stems froTTI the fact that 
more and TTIore people are coming to realize that the TTIen who know 
President Nixon intiTTIately are devoted to hiTTI. Therefore there is 
a growing acceptance of the proposition that if the people could only 
have the opportunity to observe the President as he really is, they 

l' f would come to appreciate his many good qualities. ~~i!:_C:=J?eop~~.. 
/J(; can '~~_see..!.~~~_~~~.:Si~e!.l:t~{)I?-_.;::.nJIl~i.!:?c:t!~_.!?,<1s.is L,~?e nex!,~<:st,!~ing is .,. 

/. ,101}l:l.ei to"I,r,~Z.n. a~out. hiTTI from close associates whoTTI they respect. 
fl;" .. -1'\\ !~l,'''t!,(lt lNr.,~1i\i1it~}I&i{!:<!i.;~f)'.I*' I 'it/or exaTTIple, a Post reporter told TTIe that he is convinced that

I t J hn Mitchell is totally dedicated to President Nixon. "That being 
the case, II he said, "there TTIust be sOTTIething about Nixon that I don't 
understand, because Mitchell is too wise and strong a TTIan to be taken 
in. I'

\ ,4. Each man close to the President has his own constituency of 
-ttia(h:n~rer s. '" 

\ ~"I!lf 

')if~ "l~t::f Thus when Elliott Richardson speaks, or writes with deep personal 
1. \ /-'conviction about the President, he achieves credibility among those
I/\V<,/ bany people who think highly of him. This is true of Moynihan, Schultz, 
~ Ehrlichman, Finch, etc. ,_ 

But more iTTIportantly when such a per son documents that conviction 
with a personal anecdote, based on his personal observation, his 

http:S..:cL.Oi
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credibility is fortified many times over. This is the glimpse of the 
real Nixon which the people cannot see for themselves, but which 
they will accept when reported by a person they trust or admire. 

Having just been introduced to the anecdote program, I am already 
convinced it deserves major attention and is entirely adaptable to 
putting across the themes which you describe in your January 18 

morandum. ;/ov \ 
(/~ ~t. - . Each time a Cabinet officer or a high White House advisor makes 

on TV or radio, or talks informally with people at a reception, he 

. should include one anecdote which dramatizes some special quality 


9.£ the1lresident such J,)s c~"u.~1~ge~'IP:.?Jl)J?assion~ humanitarianism, etc. 

/Hu~.P I'UU! jlcw Cchl~ 0?H.krC-. · 


This is what people will remerhber and repeat. Just - - as we 
have feen them do it.with negative anecdotes like the Patton movie. 

) J IJJ~~-e~ realize that the anecdote program is already recognized and 

.' (tj. on its way. The Richardson piece merely suggests that its potential
~ ",rl,/may be greater than originally contemplated.f:\ ~" 'v 

tJ /Y//
f' 

One angle which need attention is the practical problem of how 
;1'/ 	 to implement the program. One of the problems is confidentiality. 

Nothing could be worse than to have it knO\VU that the PR group in the 
White House is programming Cabinet officers and other Nixon friends 
with anecdotes which were to be circulated under a master plan. 
Therefore, we can't very well send out such anecdotes the way we 
might send out copies of speeches in some formal mimeographed 
distribution. Probably someone should be appointed to handle this 
with personal visits which would outline the idea and which would be 
followed up by phone calls from time to time with individual members 
of the Administration. {{,)U:l-

-,.

' ",'clt In those cases where we strike pay dirt, such as the Richardson 
J illt.v.' l,I ~ , article, there should be machinery for merchandizing the result. 
rJ\. This was accomplished fairly well with the Moynihan speech, but 

.,. probably could have been done even more effectively. For example, 
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I think that everyone who makes an Administrati'on speech could welI 
include the closing Moynihan paragraph. C;-:;CC( . 

With regard to the Richardson artif!e th~ .. key.. e:x:c.erpts should 1)(' 
circur;t~A,.~;-ci"'p~-;Tiap>s%p·ublished'iri-~!1e=.~N~G..pulJJi_~~tions. Reprints 
ro~id"~lso be->7:-i~~~iat~d:"<>·--------~·.I/~,. '/~ # • (~" 

." /\ (;.••••;.1 j. \........""'" ....> 
~--.---..•--

In general, the speeches and other public statements of the 
Cabinet officers and other officials are naturally concerned with offici.t1 
business and broad policies of the Administration or of the particular 
Department. This is necessary, but it is dry stuff and is rarely the 
kind of material which people talk about or repeat in personal conVer!i,l 
tions. Plutarch, Boswell and Walter Winchell proved that peole love 
to get inside glimpses into the lives and character of prominent peopl!' 
and none is more intriguing than the man who is President. We need 
to humanize the communications of this Administration and the anecd()(c 
program can be one whale of a step in that direction - - and an imporL! nt 

_C",ontribution toward the 1972 result. 

Attachment 

RAM/aep 

l 

! 
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DETERUINED 1'0 BE AN 
ADMINIS' ... ::.l'IVE MARKING 

E.O. 12065~ Section 8-102 
By-.bnt____NAR::.:, Date_'.:lt1.:.j\_ 

January 25, 1971 

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN 

FROM 	 DICKMOORE ~ 
SUBJECT: 	 Gallup Poll Report 

After dictating the attached memo I read Elliott Richardson's 
excellent piece in the attached Newsweek article. I think this is the 
anecdote approach at its very best and illustrates how effective it 
can be in telling the public about the President which a Gallup Poll 
missed. 

The special value of this approach stems from the fact that 
more and more people are coming to realize that the men who know 
President Nixon intimately are devoted to him. Therefore there is 
a growing acceptance of the proposition that if the people could only 
have the opportunity to observe the President as he really is, theynl would come to appreciate his many good qualities. Jut ~~::5:=_E.~,~E~'::'"ivv! r:;~;,:i:~!a~s;~~~!";;f;;-'i;~!l~::-1';:-~:Ci~t:~~;J~-~t;,~t:~!;~~t. 

/""11 .....(, ,(.rtilr1t b,t~r.:~i\if,{;t~

)'ll.f~<1!J1f;'I)"V I F~r example, a Post reporter told me that he is convinced that 


L.. I 'I 	 J~hn Mitchell is totally dedicated to President Nixon. "That being 
the case," he said, "there must be something about Nixon that I don't 
lUlderstand, because Mitchell is too wise and strong a man to be taken 
in. II 

, ,/: 	 Each man close to the President has his own constituency of 
.i'tadnurers ../

, \ ~\\J \:1;'
j/~ .':;.) "~Thus when Elliott Richardson speaks, or writes with deep personal 
\ \ {'conviction about the President, he achieves credibility among those
,\y/../ bany people who think highly of him. This is true of Moynihan, Schultz, 
{iJ,/' Ehrlichman, Finch, etc. 
/' 

But more importantly when such a person documents that conviction 
with a personal anecdote, based on his personal observation, his 
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credibility is fortified many times over. This is the glimpse of the 
real Nixon which the people cannot see for themselves, but which 
they will accept when reported by a person they trust or admire. 

Having just been introduced to the anecdote program, I am already 
convinced it deserves major attention and is entirely adaptable to 
putting across th~l~;mes which you describe in your January 18 

emorandum. /(/f.JV \ 

(b~.((~. Each time: Cabinet officer or a high White House advisor makes
I!,I.. ....~ ~a1speech, grants an interview, writes a letter to the editor, appears 
(I}Y"~ on TV or radio, or talks informally with people at a reception, he 

should include one anecdote which dramatizes some special quality 
Qf the/lresident such a.s cour,ag~4....Hf??)lassion; humanitarianism, etc. 

ftfUCrP !Let Y..11,tu Cch~~Cl'l~ · 
This is what people will remeihber and repeat. Just - - as we 

have feen them do it,with negative anecdotes like the Patton movie. 

J- .~t\ realize that the anecdote program is already recognized and 
I (X on its way. The Richardson piece merely suggests that its potentialW / ''\tt.ti..ro; ~ay be greater than originally contemplated. 

~:)"\.tl~// One angle which need attention is the practical problem of how 
/-'/ 	 to implement the program. One of the problems is confidentiality. 

Nothing could be worse than to have it known that the PR group in the 
White House is programming Cabinet officers and other Nixon friends 
with anecdotes which were to be circulated under a master plan. 
Therefore, we can It very well send out such anecdotes the way we 
might send out copies of speeches in some formal mimeographed 
distribution. Probably someone should be appointed to handle this 
with personal visits which would outline the idea and which would be 
followed up by phone calls from time to time with individual members 
of the Administration. lJJ;t,J...

~....,...,.n 

' fli\k In those cases where we strike pay dirt, such as the Richardson 
I !, 0CI) tarticle, there should be machinery for merchandizing the result.J

;v'- This was accomplished fairly well with the Moynihan speech, but 
.,.,. probably could have been done even more effectively. For example, 
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I think that everyone who makes an Administratron speech could well 
include the closing Moynihan paragraph. C,';;CCA . 

(/ 
Wit!L.::.c;s:~r<!~o the Richardson ar!i::le Jl1e J~~y~_~c~rpt.fLshauld -be 

c~<;~r;.t·~!:La~~.J?~_r.,~a€s'"I:~~~!2~~~·_~~~th~__RNC~Pup.Ji,~~~ions. Reprints 
could also be circulated. ",I,t... ". YC # "'~ 

vvt t_":...t_-~-'_' 
~-t 

In general, the speeches and other public statements of the 
Cabinet officers and other officials are naturally concerned with official 
business and broad policies of the Administration or of the particular 

( Department. This is necessary, but it is dry stuff and is rarely the 
I ".f kind of material which people talk about or repeat in personal conversa
:j'f" tions. Plutarch, Boswell and Walter Winchell proved that peale love 
\J't'Y to get inside glimpses into the lives and character of prominent people ~,,,J '-_ We needand none is more intriguing than the man who is President. 

\} ~ to humanize the communications of this Administration and the anecdote 
program can be one whale of a step in that direction - - and an important 

_C,.ontribution toward the 1972 result. 

Attachment 

RAM/aep 

I 
I 
'I 
I 



DETERHU1ED TO p:s AN 
ADM1NISi'}\JTiliE l".ii.;UNG 

E.O. 12065. Se~tio~ 6-102 
By__~___J{Al\S, D::ltl3__~.:L~_:~_ 

January 25, 1971 

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN 

FROM DICKMOORE ~ 
SUBJECT: Gallup Poll Report 

After dictating the attached memo I read Elliott Richardson's 
excellent piece in the attached Newsweek article. I think this is the 
anecdote approach at its very best and illustrates how effective it 
can be in telling the public about the President which a Gallup Poll 
missed. 

The special value of this approach stems from the fact that 
more and more people are coming to realize that the men who know 
President Nixon intimately are devoted to him. Therefore there is 
a growing acceptance of the proposition that if the people could only 
have the opportunity to observe the President as he really is, they

4Xf would come to appreciate his many good qualities. .!3ut ~in:.:..J?e?r~:_

/'v0/ canItsee_th<:_~!e ~}9~PL!2E-_,eE_i.:!?:tL~~t~J?~!.~ l_th~_2?-.~~£~_~_t.Jhil1.g. i s__ ~... 


lOlf the.m. to .Ie.a.rn ab.out him from close as sociates whom they respect. 

, 1.1'1/ t """, •,.J'1' t,.,

'" I -( <'tZ"" j;'I'lt -}trN~W(tl't~)1Uf:!.</1.)10 LlFtor example, a Post reporter told me that he is convinced that
IV J hn Mitchell is totally dedicated to President Nixon. "That being 

the case," he said, "there must be something about Nixon that I don't 
understand, because Mitchell is too wise and strong a man to be taken 
in. 'I

\ ,I: Each man close to the President has his own constituency of 
{,\',adiP-irer s ,
,'1!d' 


\ J\ \!'vL

\,/tY ··~;'J·i Thus when Elliott Richardson speaks, or writes with deep personal 
'~\ /'conviction about the President, he achieves credibility among those 
jJ\~~,.A:nan~ people w~o think highly of him. This is true of Moynihan, Schultz, 
llJ/ Ehrhchman, Flnch, etc. 
/" 

But more importantly when such a person documents that conviction 
with a personal anecdote, based on his personal observation, his 
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credibility is fortified many times over. This is the glimpse of the 
real Nixon which the people cannot see for themselves, but which 
they will accept when reported by a person they trust or admire. 

Having just been introduced to the anecdote program, I am already 
convinced it deserves major attention and is entirely adaptable to 
putting across the themes which you describe in your January 18 

morandum. I~'" 

(~~C,/. Each time a Cabinet officer or a high White House advisor makes 
)1 ,;}- ~.. ;ct1speech, grants an interview, writes a letter to the editor, appears 
Tbv 1	 

on TV or radio, or talks informally with people at a reception, he 

should include one anecdote which dramatizes some special quality 

Q.f the'lresident such ~s coulfag~~~~?Jyassion; humanitarianism, etc. 

!HUZW 	 IW J2.Cl.t~ Cc.W~t~y~t. · 
This is what people will remember and repeat. Just - - as we 

have j3een them do it. with negative anecdotes like the Patton movie. 
Ii.~ ~ 

l\ ,I . 1J.1..,.,)J(;*h realize that the anecdote program is already recognized and 

~ttflX ph}ts way. The Richardson piece merely suggests that its potential 


.f\~1J/may be greater than originally contemplated.

'" ., t, .. ',,>1 ..
''V'i,~,,~~ /
\ /l'/ One angle which need attention is the practical problem of how 
// 	 to implement the program. One of the problems is confidentiality. 

Nothing could be worse than to have it known that the PR group in the 
White House is programming Cabinet officers and other Nixon friends 
with anecdotes which were to be circulated under a master plan. 
Therefore, we can't very well send out such anecdotes the way we 
might send out copies of speeches in some formal mimeographed 
distribution. Probably someone should be appointed to handle this 
with personal visits which would outline the idea and which would be 
followed up by phone calls from time to time with individual members 
of the Administration. tJa~,-

~ .......... 


(:I , I L{;,J-(. In those cases where we strike pay dirt, such as the Richardson 
f~!; ~(l~' ~rticle, there should be machinery for merchandizing the result. 
~J, • This was accomplished fairly well with the Moynihan speech, but 

.... probably could have been done even more effectively. For example, 
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I think that everyone who makes an Administratron speech could well 
include the closing Moynihan paragraph. C:!CCCA . 

JI'i~1: r.eg.!:.~'!..~ the Rkhard s on ~"::!i{fe Jh~..k",y_e".cer pts.shuuld <>e 

~I~1!i:.~'{~'~~:;~i:~~~1~Sh~~;~:~~:~Nt~~u.p'Jt£~~ions. Reprints 
/v{ t,..~4Y 1-"44\fl.."" v 
~"'- -

In general, the speeches and other public statements of the 
Cabinet officers and other officials are naturally concerned with official 
business and broad policies of the Administration or of the particular 
Department. This is necessary, but it is dry stuff and is rarely the 
kind of material which people talk about or repeat in personal conversa
tions. Plutarch, Boswell and Walter Winchell proved that peole love 

r . vJ 
j\J 
~? to get inside glimpses into the lives and character of prominent people 
/" and none is more intriguing than the man who is President. We need 

to humanize the communications of this Administration and the anecdote 
program can be one whale of a step in that direction - - and an important~.-C.,ontribution toward the 1972 result. 

Attachment 

RAM/aep 



July 25, 1970 

HE1<10RANDt,"M FOR r1R. HIGBY 

Please implement ~li$. We need to get moving
quickly on an all out program to take maximum 
advantage of the Gallup Poll to be released 
'fhursday I which will show the President up 6 
points from the previous poll, to an approval 
rating of 61''' 

This is now the opportunity to qet the colum.n 
written that the President has ~dered several 
times and that has been ignored and that apparently 
you haven't followed up on either. 

Have Buchanaanwrite a column - title it Washington Wire 
or something - write it to be released just aa and/or 
just atter the Thursday Gallup Poll comes out and write 
it on the basis of the new Gallup. 

Have it l'!lake the point that this ia the first poll 
taken by Gallup after the oonolusion of the Cambodian 
operation, then pick up the whole general story - the 
President stood alone on Cambodia and to the extent that 
he has had any public support during or since the Cambodian 
venture - this is a deVAstating indictment of the credibilitYl 
of the national media - especially Time and Newsweek, the i 
Post, the Times, and the three networks" all'-of whom have ! 
v-rolently opposed the President on this issue. Then the 1 
colwm should 90 back to making the point that. Nixon is 1 
the first President in this century to come in with all I 
this o?position - the fact that he has survived at all is ! 
remarkable - he came into office inheriting the longest I 
most unpopular war in u.s. history - a rapidly escalating 1 

inflation primarily caused by huge excess government I 
spending - a totally antiquated, discredited, unworkable 1 
welfare system - an a~otionally drained and divided nation : 
raoially and generationally - a burgeoning uncontrolled 1 
bureaucracy - an unprecedented deterioration of the office 
of the Presidency, with a credibility gap and a terrible I 
lack of respect, a large and strong opposition majority I 

I 
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in bo~i Houses of Congress - all this on top of ~le 
dedicated deterlnined opposition of a large number of 
the press oorps who, therefore, have a vested interest 
in his non-success. 

The fact of his current high standing in the C'ftlilup Poll 
indica.t.es in some ways more about. the media than it. does 
about Nixon, especially in view of the fact. that this 
support is in a period of economic slow-dawn, which is 
the sing-le factor most strongly effecting Presidential 
popularity polls. 

'i'he column should then call for soul searching on the 
part of ~le press and broadcast media as to whether it 
is they who are out of tune with the people, rat.her ~la.n 
the President. 

This should be very hard~'hittin9, very specific, it should 
be writ.ten as a newspaper column or a magazine column. 

As you know, I've told Rlein to get this done and apparently 
you haven't followed up to see that he does. Since he's 
failed we nu~ qet Buchanan to do it. If the column will 
not be picked up ~y any columnists then put a pseudonym on 
it for au~~or and we'll use it in a mailing rather than 
gettin9 it printed. 

As further follow up on the poll, Colson should qet to 
'Work. on a massive telephone progra.-n. He should use Fj,nch 
to call the appropriate people around the country; Klein 
to call all of the press people, publishers, and broad
casters t Harlow to cover the Conqressional leaderai Flanigan 
the business leaders; Chotiner and Dent should persDnally
call every candidate and all the national Committee leader
ship. All this must be done by phone. It must be done 
on Wednesday and it must be progra~ed now so that all 
these people spend their entire day Wednesday on the 
telephone getting this done. The point here is to call 
~~ese individuals - say that we know they'll be interested 
and pleased with the latest Gallup Poll which shows this 
6\ increase, bringing the President up to a very high
point of 61% approval in spite of all of the attacks made 
on him. Then saytkaat the caller is going to mail the 
callee a copy of this interesting column that makes some 
fascinating points on this and he hopes lIle'll read it. and 
perhaps will want to get it circulated to some of his 
friends. 

The Presidetlt \'<lants to see the phone call list And the 
general plan on this on Tuesday. 

http:indica.t.es
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The point here is to synchronize this, orchestrate it, 
and play it the way o'Brien plays hi. ataAcks on us. 
We've got SOJIlethlnq positive, we've got to use it, use 
it hard, ua. it fast, us. it ~ughly. 

Tell the people concerned not simply to do what welve 
said on this, but rather to do all of this and then 
add aome creative thinking and letls come up with about 
10 good ideas in addition to the things that I've outlined 
above. 

B.R. HALDEMAN 

HRH:pm 



MEMORANDUM 

lkrwHiTE HOUSE 

WASHINGTONJ V 

July 25, 1970 

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. HIGBY 

Please implement this. We need to get moving 
quickly on an all out program to take maximum 
advantage of the Gallup Poll to be released 
Thursday, which will show the President up 6 
points from the previous poll, to an approval 
rating of 61%. 

This is now the opportunity to get the column 
written that the President has ordered several 
times and that has been ignored and that apparently 
you haven't followed up on either. 

Have Buchanan write a column - title it Washington Wire 
or something - write it to be released just as and/or 
just after the Thursday Gallup Poll comes out and write 
it on the basis of the new Gallup. 

Have it make the point that this is the first poll 
taken by Gallup after the conclusion of the Cambodian 
operation, then pick up the whole general story - the 
President stood alone on Cambodia and to the extent that 
he has had any public support during or since the Cambodian 
venture - this is a devastating indictment of the credibility 
of the national media - especially Time and Newsweek, the 
Post, the Times, and the three networks, all of whom have 
violently opposed the President on this issue. Then the 
column should go back to making the point that Nixon is 
the first President in this century to come in with all 
this oppositisn - the fact that he has survived at all is 
remarkable•• pe came into office inheriting the longest 
most unpopular war in U.s. history - a rapidly escalating 
inflation primarily caused by huge excess government 
spending - a totally antiquated, discredited, unworkable 
welfare system - an emotionally drained and divided nation 
racially and generationally - a burgeoning uncontrolled 
bureaucracy - an unprecedented deterioration of the office 
of the Presidency, with a credibility gap and a terrible 
lack of respect.-a large and strong opposition majority 
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in both Houses of Congress - all this on top of the 
dedicate~determined opposition of a large number of 
the press corps who, therefore, have a vested interest 
in his non-success. 

The fact of his current high standing in the Gallup Poll 
indicates in some ways more about the media than it does 
about Nixon, especially in view of the fact that this 
support is in a period of economic slow-down, which is 
the single factor most strongly .ffecting Presidential 
popularity polls. 

The column should then call for soul searching on the 
part the press and broadcast media as to whether it 
is they who are out of tune with the people, rather than 
the President. 

This should be very hard-hitting, very specific, it should 
be written as a newspaper column or a magazine column. 

As you know, I've told Klein to get this done and apparently 
you haven't followed up to see that he does. Since he's 
failed we now get Buchanan to do it. If the column will 
not be picked up by any columnists then put a pseudonym on 
it for author and we'll use it in a mailing rather than 
getting it printed. 

As further follow up on the poll, Colson should get to 
work on a massive telephone program. He should use Finch 
to call the appropriate people around the country; Klein 
to call all of the press people, publishers, and broad
casters; Harlow to cover the Congressional leaders; Flanigan 
the business leaders; Chotiner and Dent should persDnally 
call every candidate and all the national Committee leader
ship. All this must be done by phone. It must be done 
on Wednesday and it must be programmed now so that all 
these people spend their entire day Wednesday on the 
telephone getting this done. The point here is to call 
these individuals - say that we know they'll be interested 
and pleased with the latest Gallup Poll which shows this 
6% increase, bringing the President up to a very high 
point of 61% approval in spite of all of the attacks made 
on him. Then say that the caller is going to mail the 
cal lee a copy of this interesting column that makes some 
fascinating points on this and he hopes he'll read it and 
perhaps will want to get it circulated to some of his 
friends. 

The President wants to see the phone call list and the 
general plan on this on Tuesday. 
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The point here is to synchronize this, orchestrate it, 
and play it the way O'Brien plays his attacks on us. 
We've got something positive, we've got to use it, use 
it hard, use it fast, use it thoroughly. 

Tell the people concerned not simply to do what we've 
said on this, but rather to do all of this and then 
add some creative thinking and let's come up with about 
10 good ideas in addition to the things that I've outlined 
above. 

H.R. 
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